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Includes the guider, hand control, st4 cable, battery box and also a 12v power cable, barrel extender, par
focal ring, and the user manual. i also have a homemade update cable although i don't think there has ever
been any updates for the unittoguider port - posted in celestron nexstar : hi alli know everyone has kind of
shot down any notion of taking long exposures with the nexstar mount so why is there an autoguider port?
does it work? will it only work in eq mode? im just curious since i just purchaced a canon t2i for family
fotos . what is the longest exposure someone has support for aluma, cyanogen imaging, and sbig
productsrevision 6.1 this document is the latest revision of theskyx professional and serious
astronomerautoguide is tracked by us since april, 2011. over the time it has been ranked as high as 16 549
in the world, while most of its traffic comes from usa, where it reached as high as 5 676 positioning phd2
guiding there are five basic steps to start guiding. press the usb-icon button and connect to your guide
camera and mount. pick an exposure duration from the drop-down list.
this is a great little scope. the optics are clear. the assembly is simple in mounting the telescope to the
tripod. and, stellar alignment is quick and easytronomy is a wonderful hobby. as an electrical engineer and
all-around tinkerer, part of the fun for me is designing and building tools that i can use to enhance the
time
i
spend
sitting
out
under
the
dark
open
sky.
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